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ABSTRACT

The main objective of this study is to understand the dependency of basin amplification on-site 
and source parameters employing high computational numerical simulations. This study mainly 
addresses the effect of fault dip, size of the basin, site classification, and position of the basin on wave 
amplification. Two dip angles are considered, 7 and 9 degrees, in this study to estimate the factor of 
amplification. Amplifications observed at the basin center and basin edge station for three different 
sizes of the basin are analyzed. Simulation results obtained from three different models with the 
ASCE site class C, D, and E basin sediment specifications compared. To analyze the effect of basin 
relative position on amplification, the authors studied a model with two different basins embedded 
in bedrock, back and forth of the fault. This study observed multiple peaks at different time periods 
in response spectra drawn to amplification ratio versus time periods.
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INTRodUCTIoN

Most of the densely populated urban areas are located on or near sediment-filled basins (Mexico, 
Kathmandu, etc.). The observations of past earthquakes have shown that the ground motions recorded 
in basins can be affected by many factors such as mechanical properties of sediment materials, faults 
rupture scenarios, depth, and distance of epicenter from the basin. Even the earthquakes originating 
at distant epicenters, the urban areas in sedimentary basins experienced long and stronger ground 
motions due to basin amplification. One of the examples is the 1985 Michoacán Mexico earthquake 
(Atienza et al., 2016; Rial et al., 1992), where Mexico City, sitting on a basin at a distance more 
than 350 km from the epicenter, suffered a Mercalli intensity of IX. The basin amplification also 
increases the duration of ground shaking (Atienza et al., 2016; Kaneko et al., 2018, 2019), which is 
also observed in this study by numerical simulations. Studies have observed that, the basin amplified 
ground motion increases the consequences of an earthquake on civil infrastructure (Marafi et al., 
2017; Parla et al., 2022; Somala et al., 2022). The basin amplification is largly controlled by stiffness 
and damping of material, and depth of the sedements (Jakka et al., 2015). 

The combined effect of impedance contrast between the basin and surrounding bedrock and wave 
focusing due to the limited extent of sediments are the main reasons for basin amplification (Semblat 
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et al., 2004). The basin effect can be studied by directly investigating ground records or numerical 
simulations (Frankel & Vidale, 1992; Niu & Dravinski, 2003; Semblat et al., 2011). The availability 
and exposure of high performance computing resources, the study of seismic source and site effects 
has emerged in recent years(Chanda et al., 2021; Saha et al., 2022; Veggalam et al., 2021). Along 
with the impedance contrast, topography also plays a vital role in affecting the amplitude and pattern 
of basin amplification (Bard & Bouchon, 1985; Niu & Dravinski, 2003). A series of recent studies 
have indicated that the wave focusing and basin edge effects in sediment basins are also the leading 
causes of long duration ground shaking (Baher & Davis, 2003; Brissaud et al., 2020; Graves et al., 
1998; Kawase, 1996; Stephenson et al., 2000). 

Semblat et al. (2002) has used the Boundary element method to analyze the effect of local 
topography on basin amplification in Caracas (Venezuela) and observed the highest amplification 
of factor up to 27 at the deepest area of deposits (400m). Liu et al., (2016)) suggested that the 
basin with soft intermediate layers can exhibit higher amplification (around 80) than the basin with 
homogeneous sediments (around 20). In this present work, we modeled a 2D bowl-shaped basin with 
four soft sediment layers embedded in the rock to study the characteristics of basin amplification. 
Semblat et al. (2005) also observed the influence of local geology on seismic amplification by 
numerical simulation with the Boundary Element Method. They found a maximum amplification 
factor of 9.5 at the basin center for vertically incident SH wave with 0.8 Hz frequency. The aspect 
ratio of width to basin depth also significantly affects seismic amplification. The basin’s aspect 
ratio highly influences the fundamental frequency of the basin, and maximum amplification can be 
expected for basins with the lowest aspect ratio (Fajardo et al., 2016). We considered three different 
basin dimensions to address the effect of basin size on maximum amplification factors. Apart from 
basin materials, the depth of source also influences the scattering of waves inside the basin (Lee et 
al., 2009). The maximum amplification factor in the basin also depends on the type of earthquakes, 
such as crustal, megathrust, and deep intra-slab earthquakes (Cipta et al., 2018). On the other hand 
source mechanism and source parameters also significant in local site amplification (Karthik Reddy 
et al., 2021; Parla & Somala, 2022). From the numerical study on the Seattle and Tacoma basins, 
Wirth et al., (2019) found that shallow thrust earthquakes give a higher amplification factor of 5.5 
than shallow strike-slip and deep normal earthquakes that observed maximum amplification factors 
4.5 and 3, respectively. Geotechnical failures such as liquefaction, are also inevitable in case of basin 
amplification (Kumar et al., 2013). State of art methods like probabilistic logic tree approach will 
also help in seismic hazard assessment considering the local site effects (Sitharam & Vipin, 2010).

A major earthquake of Mw 7.8 in Nepal on 25th April 2015 has shown that the long period 
structures sitting on sediment-filled basins are more vulnerable to collapse. The Kathmandu basin 
has been observed to resonate at 4-5 sec period and caused significant damage to tall structures 
(Galetzka et al., 2015). The rupture of the 2015 Nepal earthquake is unilateral with a rupture speed 
of 3.0 km/s, and the Kathmandu basin exhibited strong amplification at 0.2 Hz frequency (Wei et 
al., 2018). The seismic waves generated from Nepal 2015 earthquake were also amplified once they 
entered deep alluvial deposits near the Indo-Nepal border. The cities in the Indo-Gangetic basin 
(Sharma et al., 2017) also suffered significant ground motion, stressing the importance of the study 
of basin amplification both forth and back of ruptured fault. The poor quality of construction, type of 
structures, and materials used for buildings in the Kathmandu basin further amplified the destruction 
of the 2015 Nepal earthquake (Adhikari & Ayala, 2020; Whitney & Agrawal, 2017). The studies of 
past earthquakes in the Kathmandu region often state that the valley’s damages were amplified due 
to site effects (Dixit et al., 2000; Paudyal et al., 2012).

The present study uses the numerical model inspired by the Kathmandu basin and the 2015 Nepal 
earthquake. The basin amplification and effect of basin size, dip angle, sediment properties, and basin 
location are addressed using simulated ground motions. Three different basin sizes are considered to 
study the size effect. Though the source parameters include strike, rake, and dip angle, our present 
study is limited to addressing the effect of dip angle alone on basin amplification. As the Himalayan 
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faults are predominantly dipping faults with smaller dip angles, we considered 70 and 90 dip angles to 
mimic fault systems in that region. The reference model inspired by the Kathmandu basin is compared 
with three other basin models with ASCE site-class C, D, and E materials to address basin materials 
effect on the amplification factor. The methodology section describes the finite element scheme and 
the finite fault source we used in the simulations. PyLith software (Aagaard et al., 2009) has been used 
to simulate synthetic ground motions. The spectral ratio of simulated and real earthquake data are 
compared for validation of numerical simulations. The amplification factor is quantified as the ratio 
of Fourier amplitude of velocity in the basin to Fourier amplitude of velocity at the bedrock station. 
The bedrock station is located outside the basin. The variation in amplification factors over the time 
period for different basin-bedrock models are compared in the results and discussion sections. The 
key insights from the results are summarized in the conclusion section.

ModELLING ANd NUMERICAL SIMULATIoN

The 2D model consists of two major domains, the rock part, and the basin embedded in the rock, as 
shown in Figure 1. The size of the whole domain is 350 km length and 70.5 km depth; the size of the 
basin considered in the study is 30.8 km length with a maximum depth of 1.5 km. The basin has 4 
sediment layers and rock parts having a total of 8 layers. The velocity model for the rock and basin 
parts (Galetzka et al., 2015; Paudyal et al., 2012; Wei et al., 2018) used in this study is shown in Table 
1. The basin and bedrock parts are discretized with mesh elements of 50 m and 200 m, respectively. 
PyLith 2.2.1 (Aagaard et al., 2009) is used for numerical simulation with a stable time step of 0.004sec. 
The maximum resolving frequency of the model with the given mesh size and materials is 1 Hz. The 
rupture parameters (slip, rise time, and slip time) of the 2015 Nepal earthquake (Avouac et al., 2015) 
have been used to model line finite fault source. The finite fault is 115 km long with a dip 70 to mimic 
Himalayan faults, primarily low dip converging faults. The rupture initiation point on fault is denoted 
by the red star on the fault line. Except for the top surface of the domain, all three faces are provided 
with AbsorbingDampers boundary conditions to prevent seismic wave reflections off the boundaries. 
This AbsorbingDampers boundary condition, which is simpler than a perfectly matched layer (PML), 
can perfectly absorb normally incident dilatational and shear waves.  We considered two basin stations 

Figure 1. 2D model with basin embedded in a rocky stratum. The location of three stations are denoted by inverted triangles. 
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to study the basin amplification at basin center and another at the basin edge. One bedrock station 
outside the basin at 10 km from the right edge of the basin is also considered as shown in Figure 1. 

The 2D model mimicking the Kathmandu basin and 2015 Nepal earthquake is validated by 
comparing the spectral ratios of real earthquake ground motion and simulated ground motion. The 
spectral ratio is calculated from Eq (1) (Delgado et al., 2000)

Spectral ratio(H/V)=
Fn Fe

Fv

2 2

22

+  (1)

where Fn, Fe, and Fv are the Fourier amplitude spectra in North-South (NS), East-West (EW) and vertical directions.
The ground motion records of the Nepal 2015 earthquake at station KATNP (27.7120 N 85.3160 E) 

located at the basin center (Figure 2) are used to calculate spectral ratio and compared with simulated 
records as shown in Figure 3. For the 2D model, the spectral ratio is calculated by taking the ratio of 
Fourier amplitude spectra of horizontal to vertical. It can be observed from Figure 3 that the multiple 
peaks in amplification are due to basin resonance (Galetzka et al., 2015) and the period where the 
peaks occurring for 2D simulation are following those of real earthquake. The basin-bedrock model 
is limited to 1D velocity because of the unavailability of the 3D velocity model of the Kathmandu 
region. Even with 1D velocity and without topography, the simulated basin-bedrock model seems to 
match the spectral ratio trend with the real earthquake. 

METhodoLoGy 

The flowchart highlighting the steps involved in modeling and simulation of 2D basin-bedrock is 
shown in Figure 4. CUBIT has used for modeling and meshing. The meshed model is exported as .exo 
file, which is PyLith readable. We have used PyLith software, a Finite Element Method (FEM) based 
parallel processing tool (Aagaard et al., 2009) for numerical simulations. The source of earthquake 
is a line finite fault. The elements on the fault are replaced by zero volume cohesive elements, which 
have additional degrees of freedom in terms of Lagrange multipliers (Aagaard et al., 2009). The 
rupture parameters slip, slip time, and rise time are shown in Figure 5. 

We introduced numerical damping via an artificial viscosity to reduce the high-frequency 
oscillations that are not accurately resolved by the discretization (Day & Graves, 2002; Knopoff & 

Table 1. 1D Velocity structure for Basin and Bedrock.

  Dimensions 
(km)

No. of Layers Thickness of 
Layers 
(m)

ρ
(kg / m3)

Vs 
(m/s)

Vp 
(m/s)

Mesh 
Size 
(m)

Basin 30.8 x 1.5 4 375 900 
1200 
1500 
2100

400 
1000 
2000 
3100

1800 
2500 
3800 
5200

50

Rock 350 x 70 8 4000 
12000 
4000 
6500 
10000 
5000 
14000 
15000

2530 
2640 
2690 
2830 
2900 
3070 
3170 
3300

3200 
3400 
3500 
3700 
3850 
4150 
4200 
4300

5500 
5850 
6000 
6450 
6650 
7200 
7500 
7900

200
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Figure 2. Records of ground accelerations during 2015 Nepal earthquake (a) in time scale and (b) in frequency scale.

Figure 3. Comparison of spectral ratio of simulated ground motion with 2015 Nepal earthquake.
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Ni, 2001). Liu-Cosine slip time function (Liu et al., 2016) is used to describe rupture propagation on a finite 
fault line with rise time varying between 0.6 sec to 8.6 sec. As the meshing is done using triangular elements, 
FIATSimplex (finite element automatic tabulator) quadrature scheme and basis functions are used. The field 
variable (in this case displacement) is considered to be varying linearly within the element. The maximum 
resolvable frequency of the 2D model is 1 Hz. The long period structures (4-5 sec) like Dharahara tower were 
the most affected during the 2015 Nepal earthquake (Avouac et al., 2015). Since our interest is to study the 
Kathmandu-like basin effects, the resolved frequency (1 Hz) is sufficient (Jayalakshmi et al., 2019; Lee et al., 2008; 
Narayan, 2005). The amplification factors presented in this study are defined as the ratio of Fourier amplitudes 
of velocity in the basin to the Fourier amplitudes of velocity recorded at bedrock stations as shown in Eq.(2).

AF
FV

FV
b

r

= 
 
 (2)

where AF is amplification factor, Vb is the ground velocity at basin center, and Vr is the ground velocity at 
bedrock station.

The spatial database for material, fault parameters, and boundary conditions are provided in the form of 
SimpleDB (a kind of spatial database) to the node sets created during the meshing of the model. The basin will 
exhibit a maximum spectral amplification at its resonant frequency. The one-dimensional resonant frequency 
of the sediment basin can calculate from Eq.3 (Kramer, 1996) 

f
V

c
s=
4H

 (3)

Figure 4. Flowchart of steps involved in modeling and simulations.

Figure 5. Rupture parameters of fault.
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where Vs is shear wave velocity in sediment basin, H is the thickness of sediment layer. 
For multi-layered sediment basins with n layers, the resonant frequency can be expressed as in 

Eq (4) by considering a single equivalent layer (Paudyal et al., 2012).
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For the 1D velocity profile of the basin we considered in this study (Table.1), the resonant 
frequency of the basin from Eq. (4) will be 0.27 Hz or 3.7 sec period.

RESULTS ANd dISCUSSIoN 

Effect of dip Angle 
The source dependence of basin amplification is an important factor in the seismic hazard assessment 
for urban areas in basins. Apart from source location and depth of source, the rupture mechanism 
also has a significant effect on basin amplification (Wirth et al., 2019). In this section, the effect of 
dip angle on basin amplification is studied by two basin-bedrock models with 70 and 90 dip angles. 
The simulated ground velocity records at basin center, basin edge, and bedrock stations are shown 
in Figure 6. It can be observed that the ground velocities recorded at basin center and basin edge 
are having higher values compared to bedrock station for both the dip angles. The results shown in 
Figure 7 demonstrated that the change in dip angle will significantly affect the amplification factors. 
The basin edge station recorded higher amplification factors compared to basin center for both 70 
and 90 dip angles. 

The vertical component of ground motion exhibits higher AF at a lower time period from dip 
angles. The AF is recorded at the basin edge with a value of 11 for both models. Galetzka et al. 
2015 observed multiple peaks in amplification for the east component (horizontal in our 2D model) 
of ground motion at basin stations KATNP and NAST between 1 -10 sec. Our 2D model with dip 

Figure 6. Ground velocity record in the basin and at bedrock station for 70 and 90 dip fault.
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70, which mimics the Kathmandu basin and Nepal 2015 earthquake, also exhibits multiple peaks 
in amplifying horizontal components at basin center and basin edges between 1-10 sec. It is also 
clear that the model with 90 has no multiple peaks in AF for the horizontal component. The multiple 
peaks in amplification at different time periods are due to basin resonance. The trend in AF shown 
in Figure 5 depicts the occurrence of multiple peaks in AF due to basin resonance depending on 
the combined effect of basin materials and dip angle. The maximum value of amplification factors 
is shown in Figure 8, which depicts the amplification is more at the basin center than at the basin 

Figure 7. Amplification factors for dip angles 70 and 90

Figure 8. Maximum Amplification factors for dip angles 70 and 90
.
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edge. The main reason for this could be that sediment thickness is more at the basin center. It is also 
observed that the difference in maximum amplification factors between basin center and basin edge 
is more for the vertical component. 

Effect of Size of the Basin
Studies showed that there is a correlation between basin depth and amplification factors (Choi et 
al., 2005; Day et al., 2008; Field, 2000; Semblat et al., 2002, 2005), and observations suggested that 
maximum amplification can occur above the thickest sediment layers (e.g., Graves et al. 1998; Chen 
2003; Cipta et al. 2018). In general, most researchers use depth to 1.5 km/s or 2.5 km/s isosurfaces 
to examine the effect of basin depth on wave amplification (e.g., Campbell 1997; Lee and Anderson 
2000; Steidl 2000; Day et al. 2008). But the basin amplification is site-specific (Ivanovic & Sanja, 
n.d.; Mascandola et al., 2017; Nozu et al., 2006; Weatherill et al., 2020; Wirth et al., 2019), and the 
geometry of sediment layers also affects the magnitude of amplification factors and the period where 
the peak amplification can occur (Semblat et al., 2004, 2005). We modeled three basins with different 
basin dimensions, as shown in Table.2, to study the effect of basin size on amplification factors. All 
three basins consist of 4 sediment layers with different Vs and Vp to incorporate the effect of sediment 
layering on basin amplification and the effect of basin size. Since the finite fault can produce complete 
waveforms, it better represents earthquakes than the point and plane wave sources. 

In Figure 9, the ground velocities recorded at the basin center, basin edge, and bedrock station 
reveal that the basin size plays a considerable role in affecting the velocity amplitudes of ground 
motion. The velocity-time histories recorded at the basin center and basin edge are distinct for the 
three different basin sizes. It can be further observed that Basin-A with the highest aspect ratio (width/
depth) has higher velocity amplitudes at the basin center than the basin edge. The amplification 
factors calculated from synthetic ground motion for the three basins (A, B, and C) are compared 
with empirical models of Day et al. (2006, 2008), as shown in Figure 10. The empirical models have 
considered depth to 1.5 km/s isosurfaces to represent the basin depth. In our 2D model, the average 
shear wave velocity over the four strata is 1.625 km/s. The amplification factors at a longer period 
(8 s) for the 2D model are very close to the mean of amplification factors obtained from empirical 
models. For the 2 sec and 4 sec periods, amplification factors from 2D simulations are within the 
range of +sigma and –sigma of empirical models. 

Figure 11 and Figure 12 show the variation in amplification factors with time period for three 
basins. The maximum horizontal amplification factor at basin centers in Basin A, B, and C, as shown 
in Figure 13, are 12, 8, and 7, and at the basin edge are 5, 11, and 6, respectively. The maximum 
vertical amplification factors at basin centers in Basin A, B, and C are 20, 15, and 15 and at basin 
edge 15, 24, and 9. It is observed that the maximum amplification factor is dominant at the basin 
center for the smallest basin. The maximum amplification factor is dominant at the basin edge for 
the other two basins. The predominant edge reflections and multiple converging of reflected waves 
at basin edge could be the main reason for the higher amplification at basin edge for two basins. 

Effect of Site Class 
The material properties of sediments in the basin or the site classes have a potential role in affecting 
the wave amplification in the basins. The amplification of ground motion is site-specific and material 
properties influence the degree of ground motion amplification. To understand the effect of material 
properties of the sediments in the basin on wave amplification, we considered three different velocity 
models with ASCE site class C, D and E and the velocity model mentioned in table 1. 

The basin dimensions and fault parameters are identical for all four models and the simulation 
results are presented as ground velocities and amplification factors. The basin model with ASCE 
site class E has the lowest shear wave and P wave velocities and lowest density compared to the 
rest of the three basin models. The ground records shown in Figure 14 are with different amplitude 
values depending on the site class of the basin model. The ground velocities at basin edges have 
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Figure 9. Ground velocity record in basin A, basin B, basin C and at bedrock station.

Figure 10. Comparing amplification factors of simulated ground motions with Day et al. (2006, 2008) empirical models.

Table 2. Dimensions of three different size basins.

Basin name Width 
(km)

Depth 
(km)

Aspect ratio 
(Width / Depth)

Basin A 25 1 25

Basin B 30.8 1.5 20.5

Basin C 40 2.5 16
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Figure 11. Horizontal amplification factors at basin center, basin edge, and bedrock stations for three basins with different sizes.

Figure 12. Vertical amplification factors at basin center, basin edge, and bedrock stations for three basins with different sizes.
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Figure 13. Maximum Amplification factors for three basins with different sizes. 

Table 3. Specifications of basins with different site classes.

Basin type Width (km) Depth 
(km)

No. of 
Layers

ρ 
(kg / m3)

Vs 
(m/s)

Vp 
(m/s)

Basin with 4 Strata 30.8 1.5 4 900 
1200 
1500 
2100

400 
1000 
20003100

1800 
2500 
38005200

ASCE site class – C 30.8 1.5 1 1670 500 850

ASCE site class – D 30.8 1.5 1 1230 250 425

ASCE site class - E 30.8 1.5 1 1080 150 255

Figure 14. Ground velocity recorded in basins with ASCE site class C, D, E and at bedrock station.
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higher amplitudes due to edge reflections. The amplification at different time periods are shown in 
Figure 15 and Figure 16 for all the basin models. The model with four alluvial strata experienced 
higher amplification factors at basin center and basin edge than the three considered ASCE site class 
models due to impedance contrast between the multiple layers in the basin. A decreasing trend in 
peak amplification factors for vertical component for different basins can be observed.

Figure 15. Horizontal amplification factors at basin center, basin edge and bedrock stations for basins with ASCE site class C, 
D and E.

Figure 16. Vertical amplification factors at basin center, basin edge and bedrock stations for basins with ASCE site class C, D and E.
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Effect of Basin Location
The basin’s location with respect to the rupture direction also has a great effect on basin amplification. 
A secondary basin was introduced in the model at back of fault to study the effect of wave amplification 
behind the ruptured fault. The finite element model consisting of two basins embedded in the rock 
strata are shown in the Figure 18. The secondary basin has been given a name Basin-G and the basin 
is located above the fault as Basin-K to mimic Indo-Gangetic basins and Kathmandu. The considered 
model is simulated with a finite fault line as source and the material in Basin-G has a velocity 
model as given in Table4. The material properties of Basin-K and rock are the same as mentioned in 

Figure 17. Maximum amplification factors at basin center and basin for basins with ASCE site class C, D and E.

Figure 18. 2D model with basins in front and behind the fault.
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Table1. The simulations have been done for two fault dip angles 70 and 90, and the ground velocities 
are recorded at basin center, basin edge and bedrock station in Figure 19. The spectral variation in 
amplification factor is shown in Figure 20, which reveals the basins in the region behind the active 
faults also having equal threats of basin amplification. A de-amplification is observed at basin edge 
station in Basin-G for both the dip angles at some time periods. Since the source is far from the basin, 
the effect of edge induced reflection and multiple interactions at edge is minimal in this case. It is 
also observed that the time period where peak amplification occurring in basin is longer for the basin 
far from source compared to the basin resting directly above the fault. Figure 21 shows the maximum 
amplification of 6 for horizontal and 10 for vertical components in Basin-G. 

CoNCLUSIoN

The main focus of the work described in this research article is to give an insight to the dependency 
of basin amplification on some of the fault and site parameters such as dip angle, basin size, material 
properties, and basin position. We took advantage of the availability of the finite fault data of the 
2015 Gorkha earthquake and sediment properties of Kathmandu valley to set up base simulations 
and carry out a parametric study as we intended. The principal findings are summarized as follows:

Table 4. Velocity structure of Basin-G.

Dimensions 
(km)

No. of 
Layers

Thickness of 
Layers (m)

ρ 
(kg / m3)

Vs 
(m/s)

Vp 
(m/s)

Mesh Size 
(m)

Width = 63.5 
Depth = 0.15

4 375 1700 
1900 
2000 
2100

380 
890 
1300 
1800

1500 
1750 
1850 
2000

50

Figure 19. Ground velocity recorded in Basin-G and with 70 and 90 dip fault.
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• The multiple rises in amplification at different time periods are associated with basin resonance, 
and the structural response can also be affected by this basin resonance. In hazard assessment 
for an event that erupted in the sediment basins, the basin resonance carries an important role 
in risk and loss estimation.

• The study on the effect of basin size inferred that the largest basin may or may not be experienced 
the highest amplification if the fault is very nearer to the basin. The fundamental frequency of 
the basin plays a vital role in basin amplification. For the basins with fundamental frequency 
nearly matching with the frequency of incident waves, the amplification will be more. Since the 

Figure 20. Ground motion amplification observed in Basin-G at basin station 2 and basin station 3 for two dip angles 70 and 90.

Figure 21. Maximum amplification factors at basin center and basin edge in Basin-G.
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fundamental frequency is a function of material and geometry, a study of wide range of basin 
shapes and sizes is significant. 

• It is observed that three ASCE site class models exhibit comparatively less amplification than 
the model with multiple layers. The reason is the impedance contrast between the multiple soil 
layers. The multiple impedance contrasts with in the basin, allows the waves to under go multiple 
reflections and refractions while passing across the depth of basin. 

• For the configurations where edge induces waves and their interaction is dominant, high 
amplifications are observed at basin edges.

• For the basins located right above the fault line, the amplification factors observed at the basin 
edge are predominantly higher than at the basin center. This may be associated with the multiple 
interactions between edge-induced waves at basin edge and lead to more seismic wave amplification.

• On the other hand, it is observed that in the model embedded with Basin-G, which is far from the 
fault line, the peak amplification of waves is mainly observed at the basin center where sediment 
depth is maximum. This concludes that maximum amplification happens at the basin center for 
far-field ground motion, and for near-field, maximum amplification occurs at the basin edges.
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